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Many years ago member Bill 
Woolman, now deceased, created 
a scarecrow with his wife who 
painted the face...she even made 
it a handsome nose that stuck 
out...but that nose got stolen, and 
the face began to crack and fade. 
But enter new member Ana, the 
artist who painted a new face and 
another handsome nose. Skip has 
got it all put back together and, if 
they ever open the park, this guy 
will greet you at the entry.  Thank 
you, Ana!  

School may not be in 
session, but the plants 
still do their thing. Ken 
Tolonen shared these 
pictures of potatoes, 
grapes and pollinators 
from Whitney School. 
Last month’s photo of 
the Rose of Sharon was 
credited to Ken’s gar-
den, but it was actually 
from Whitney School. 

No School 

≠ 
No Garden 



Watering Home Gardens and 

Landscape Plants (Part III) 
By George J. Pinyuh, former Washington State Uni-

versity Cooperative Extension Horticulture agent. Ray 

R. Maleike, Ph.D., WSU Cooperative Extension horti-

culturist, emeritus, WSU Puyallup. Marianne 

Ophardt, M.S., WSU Cooperative Extension Area 

Agent, Benton County  

Conservation of Water 

Water is a scarce commodity and will continue to be-
come more scarce in the United States. Washington 
state is no exception. With a little care and prior 
planning, water can be conserved when used for 
home plantings. Anything that can be done to reduce 
downward percolation, run-off, evaporation from the 
soil surface, or transpiration will conserve water. 
 

Organic matter. Deep incorporation of some sort of 
organic matter such as well-rotted compost or peat 
moss, will help reduce downward drainage 
(percolation) if done before planting. This may not be 
feasible for shade and ornamental trees, but can be 
done for vegetable gardens, flower beds, and foun-
dation plantings. Organic matter absorbs many times 
its own weight in water, which is then available for 
plant growth.  
 

Mulching materials placed over the soil reduce evap-
oration from the soil surface, may also reduce some 
of the water run-off, allow better water penetration 
into the root mass, and limit weed growth. Mulches 
may be organic (shredded leaves, bark, sawdust) or 
inorganic (gravel, etc.).  
 

Spraying. Little can be done to stop plants from tran-
spiring. However, newly planted plants (woody, bed-
ding, vegetable) will benefit by occasional spraying of 
the foliage during the day, and by shading.  
 

Trickle or drip irrigation systems allow slow water 
penetration into the root zone with minimum surface 
wetting. Such installations may be worthwhile, par-
ticularly if large areas are to be irrigated. A variety of 
kits and parts to make up such a system is readily 
available. Plastic tubing, emitters, filters, and pres-

sure reducers are included 
in these systems. They are 
easily attached to an existing outdoor water sup-
ply.  

Drip or trickle irrigation allows a steady supply of 
water to be delivered slowly to the soil around 
the plant roots. Often a 60% or more savings in 
water usage may be realized using such a sys-
tem. When using drip irrigation for watering 
trees and shrubs, consider the use of the newer 
mini-sprinkler emitters that wet the soil in a larger 
area and provide more even watering for plants. Sim-
ple drip emitters restrict the soil wetting patterns and 
are primarily suitable for establishing young trees 
and shrubs, but do not meet the needs of plant root 
systems as they grow larger.  
 

Important Facts to Remember 

• Most plants in most areas in Washington need 
water in the summer. 

• Frequent, shallow waterings lead to shallow 
roots. Shallow roots lead to more rapid stress un-
der drought or hot conditions. 

• Theoretically, outside watering can be accom-
plished any time of day, but it is more efficient to 
water at night or in the very early morning, when 
evaporation is low. During a drought, watering 
may be restricted to specific times on scheduled 
days. 

• Too much water is as bad as, or worse than, too 
little. Rate of water application should be no 
more rapid than the rate at which the soil can 
absorb it. 

• Fertilizer spread around plants (including lawns) 
does absolutely no good at all unless it is dis-
solved in water. Therefore, fertilizers have to be 
watered in, and soils have to be moist to get the 
full effect of the fertilizer application. 

• Conserve water where possible. It is a valuable 
resource that is becoming scarce. 

Drought advisories and other Washington 
State University Cooperative Extension Bulletins 
are available online.  
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http://pubs.wsu.edu/


Garden Photo Journals 

Carol Woolcock shares that she has loved the 
digaplexis, fan flowers, geraniums, lobelia 
and miso that were purchased at the sale. 

Bernice Reiss grew this tall corn from a pink food 
corn that she found in a bin at Fiesta Foods. 

One of Bernice’s big crops this year has been male zucchini 
flowers, which she picks every night after they have closed 
up. One night, one of them was buzzing loudly. She carefully 
cut a slit and slowly, a very angry bumblebee worked his way 
out. He must have gotten stuck when the flower closed up. 

From the garden of 
Jenny Mansfield: 

Left: Asiatic Lily 

Below: Bee on 
Drumstick Allium 



Each year our trainees choose a clinic ques-
tion to answer as part of their clinic train-
ing.  This year, because we were not able to 
have our 'normal live lectures', many chose to 
write their answer. Each month we will be 
posting one of their answers so that you can 
share in the knowledge they obtained by us-
ing science-based references.  Enjoy! 

Finding Native Plants Not Available Locally 
     By Elaine Golob 

While broaching the subject of native plants, it was 
apparent to me that the definition itself of native 
plants was up for discussion.  I considered myself, for 
example, as a transplanted individual, to have varying 
opinions on the matter.  I was considered a native 
New Yorker for I was born in New York and moved to 
Washington state at the age of 17.  Yet I now consider 
myself more of a Washingtonian, perhaps because I 
have spent more years living in Washington than I did 
in New York. 

The question arises then about the plant world.  Are 
they considered native if they have been transplanted 
or must they predate the arrival of people from other 
lands?  Gardeners understand that birds migrate, 
winds blow, and animals travel. Hence, seed is 
spread.   

It is important, therefore, to define the word native 
and how it relates to plants; specifically, the plants of 
Eastern Washington.  The Columbia Basin Washing-
ton Native Plant Society defines native plants as 
“those that were present in a particular region before 
the arrival of European Americans.  The native plants 
found in Eastern Washington evolved with local mi-
croorganisms, insects, and wildlife and are adapted to 
the local climate and soils.” (Lucas & Wendt, 2020). 

The Glossary on the WSU Hortsense site defines na-
tive as “inherent and original to an area” (Hortsense. 
(n.d.). Purple sage, for example, can be seen growing 
freely throughout Eastern Washington.  In addition, 
Donna Lucas & Heather Wendt provide numerous 
plants native to Washington State in their book Herit-
age Gardens of the Columbia River Basin, a Plant Se-
lection Guide. (Lucas & Wendt, 2020).  Included in 

their descriptions are 
wildflowers, grasses, 
small shrubs, and trees. 
Looking through their 
book creates a yearning 
to start creating a Herit-
age Garden indeed. 

As interest in using na-
tive plants becomes 
more prevalent and com-
mon, one wonders where to 
find the alluring specimens.  Should one hike through 
our hills, valleys and mountains and dig up the plants 
and try to propagate them ourselves?  Think carefully 
before doing so.  In the third edition of Linda Chalker-
Scott and Arthur R. Kruckeberg’s book, Gardening 
with Native Plants of the Pacific Northwest, Chalker-
Scott states “…it is a better ethical and ecological 
choice to purchase native plants from reputable 
nurseries that have propagated and cultivated their 
plants without endangering native popula-
tions.” (Chalker-Scott & Kruckeberg, 2019). 

Fortunately, we have nurseries in our area that pro-
vide native plants as well as guidance. These nurse-
ries have experts who can identify and give guidance 
to which plants are native to your area as well as to 
their origin. Whether a plant came from New York or 
Washington, they can give you guidance as to what 
will grow best in your area and your own garden. Fur-
thermore, it is important to support nurseries who 
take proper steps and procure native plants without 
creating a heavy footprint on the environment while 
also taking care not to introduce invasive species. You 
may have already visited some of them.  Once we are 
able to freely move about again, perhaps you will visit 
one of the following nurseries as well. 

Editor’s Note: Elaine included a list of nurseries that 
provide native plants and guidance. All nurseries she 
referenced are listed on the Washington Native Plant 
Society website: 
https://www.wnps.org/content/documents/plants/
gardening/native-plant-seed-sources_2-28-2020.pdf 

Clinic Conundrums 

Kinnikinnick 

Correction: In last month’s Clinic Conundrum, the Blue 

Spruce’s scientific name was incorrectly stated. The correct 

name is Picea pungens, not Pinacea pinalis.  



From the Archives of Carol Barany 
Floribunda: Don’t Ever Stop 

It all started with a text my son William sent his sis-
ter Alison and me a few weeks ago.  It included a pic-
ture of his first attempt at homemade pasta.  It was 
linguine, hand-cranked from an Atlas pasta machine, 
and it was perfect.  He topped it with a sauce of slow
-roasted tomatoes he and his wife gathered from the 
abundant garden of a friend in Selah. I had to laugh 
at his wry comment that he “spent all day making 
something that I can buy at the store for ninety-nine 
cents”.   

I quickly shot back a text with a photo of three not-
even-half-filled zip-lock bags of shelled pole beans, 
adding that “I spent all summer growing something I 
can buy at the store for ninety-nine cents”.   

 And then there’s Alison.  She shed bitter tears last 
year as she texted a photo of what was left of the cut
-flower seedlings she was tenderly growing under 
lights in her garage.  The night before, a mouse, with 
a taste for greens, ravaged them all.  When the tears 
dried, she started all over again, this time with plas-
tic lids secured over the seed trays at night.   

Non-gardeners might roll their eyes and wonder, 
“Why go to all that trouble when she can buy really 
nice bouquets at the store for just a few bucks?” 

This got me thinking that even life-long gardeners 
eventually question whether our work is worth the 
time and effort.  We snap out of it, though, pulled 
back to gardening by something deep and unexplain-
able.   We’re never going to stop.  

Anyone who has ever tasted a homegrown tomato 
knows why.  Thin-skinned, soft, and dripping with 
sweet juice, you’ll never find tomatoes like this at 
the store.  Commercial tomatoes traded flavor when 
they were bred instead for ease in packing and ship-
ping.  Garden tomatoes have been bred for one 
thing, and that’s taste. They don’t need to be packa-
ble, since they’re going as far as your kitchen.  They 
don’t need durability, since you’re the only one han-
dling them.  You’re picking them when they’re super 
ripe, rather than a couple of weeks early.  

The same is true for almost anything you grow your-
self.    

A hundred years ago, almost all of the cut flowers 
sold in the United States were grown here.  Now, 
over 75% of our flowers are imports, coming mostly 
from Latin America.  Just like tomatoes, the flowers 
themselves were forced to change.  These days, 
flowers for commerce are bred more for their suita-
bility as freight, packed into rectangular boxes, and 
shipped thousands of miles out of water; than for 
their grace, delicacy, or fragrance. 

Alison grows a kaleidoscope of 200 different dahlias, 
as well as Amaranth ‘Mira’ and ‘Opopeo’, Cosmos 
‘Rubenza’ and ‘Velouette’, and Poppy ’Amazing 
Grey’.  I’ve never seen flowers so sublime.  Too deli-
cate and ephemeral to be shipped in a box, the only 
way to have flowers like these is to grow them your-
self.  

She often takes bouquets to work, and her friends’ 
deeply felt emotional responses to her creations 
proves that a life full of flowers is a passion worth 
pursuing. 

The three varieties of beans I’m growing this year 
are heirlooms I’ve never seen at the store. ‘Borlotto 
Lamons’, descendants of Cranberry beans that origi-
nated in Colombia, came to the United States over a 
hundred years ago with Italian immigrants.  I’m also 
growing ‘Good Mother Stallards’, named for Carrie 
Belle Stallard of Wise County, Virginia, and dating to 
at least the 1930s.  Growing beside these two is the 
little grey and white Italian bean called 
‘Monachine’ (or ‘little nuns’, referring to the bean’s 
distinctive white cap), introduced to the Northwest 
by UW Professor Angelo Pellegrini in the 
1950s.  After Pellegrini’s death, his family gave seeds 
to the Herbfarm, a ground-breaking farm- to-table 
restaurant in Woodinville, where the bean was 
brought back from the brink of being lost forever.    

Planting a seed and watching it grow from nothing 
into something spectacular is more than providing 
food or flowers for you and your family.   It’s one of 
the most meaningful things we can do.  I know that 
everyone reading this has similar stories from their 
own gardening year that are just as compelling.  

To all who have plowed and planted, hoed and 
weeded, and cried and cursed in the garden this sea-
son, I send heartfelt thanks and appreciation.  God 
bless you for growing a good life.  Don’t ever stop. 

 



      

 

Rays of  Sunshine 
It is with a sad heart to share news of the passing of Marilyn Marsh last week.  She was such an amazing 
woman, always extremely positive with what life gave her, had an inner strength that I so much admired, 
always kind, generous and helpful and had a mind filled with so much knowledge! Even during this last week, 
she was always asking about others and didn’t complain about a thing. 

 

I know she would be honored if each of us shared a positive, hap-
py moment you experienced with her.  In the fall of 2018, I had 
the pleasure of rooming with her at the Wenatchee Master Gar-
dener Conference where several of us went shopping and she out 
shopped all of us!   See attached photo.  
 

And, this last spring, a Kousa Dogwood tree was planted in her 
memory. See attached photo.  Even  then, she was smiling and 
smiling, still enjoying life’s pleasures and wanted something 
beautiful for others to look at after she left this earth.  
 

It is hard to say goodbye to my dear sweet friend but I am so 
grateful with the wonderful memories she gave to all of us.  Even 
in the end, she could turn sadness into joy. Funeral arrangements 
are pending. 
  

      Fondly, 
      Jenny Mansfield  

Here’s how they grow cabbage in Ballantine, 
MT! Melody Westmoreland and friend, Anne, 
at Anne’s home. 

Ray Yates and Debra Kroon harvested 42 pounds 
of honey from their bee hives in mid-August! 

A vegetable garden in the beginning looks 

so promising and then after a little by 

little it grows nothing but vegetables, 

nothing, nothing but vegetables. 

   ~ Gertrude Stein 



 

Micro-Dwarf Tomatoes— 
The New Kid on the Block 

What makes dwarf and micro-dwarf tomatoes differ-
ent than bush tomatoes or regular vining tomato 
plants? The extremely small size of the plant. In or-
der to be considered a micro-dwarf the overall size 
of the plant must be no bigger than 12 inches, while 
dwarf plants get no taller than 3 feet. The fruits can 
be any size. According to online descriptions, the 
plants normally produce 3-4 cups of fruit per plant. 
  

Dwarf and micro-dwarf varieties are fairly new on 
the tomato scene. They are not determinant bush 
type tomatoes. They have the dominant gene for an 
indeterminant growth pattern paired with a very ra-
re gene for dwarfism, where the distance between 
each vine or leaf is only an inch or two apart. This 
creates a very compact plant with stocky, sturdy 
stems and vines. The plants can have any type leaf, 
but most exhibit rugose leaves that are dark green, 
thick, and crinkled. The fruits can be any color and 
size. Dwarfism in tomatoes is so rare that when it 
occurs, plant breeders try to grow and save as many 
seeds as possible for future plant breeding purposes. 
Plant breeders use dwarf varieties to control for 
plant size and then hand pollinate to cross with vari-
eties that have desirable fruit traits. Each genera-
tion, plant breeders continue to select only plants 
that exhibit dwarfism and other desired traits. Up to 
90% of the hybrid crosses must be discarded be-
cause they don’t have the desired traits. It takes 6-
10 generations for these hybrid crosses stabilize, at 
which point they are a new open pollinated variety. 
Even so, there will always be the occasional plant 
that that reverts back to the dominant traits of the 
original parent plants.  
 

There appears to be little demand by commercial 
growers for dwarfs and even less for micro-dwarfs. 
The rise in the number of all dwarf varieties is mostly 
a result of the interest and efforts of hobby garden-
ers. In 2005, hobby gardeners and plant breeders 
Craig LeHoullier of North Carolina, and Patrina Nuske
-Small of Australia joined forces to solve what they 
saw as problem for many home gardeners—the lack 
of small tomato plant varieties. By 2007 they formed 
the Dwarf Tomato Project, an all-volunteer, world-
wide project. Usually you can only grow one genera-
tion of tomatoes a year. However, when gardeners 
in the northern hemisphere teamed up to swap 
seeds with growers in the southern hemisphere 
(where the growing seasons are the opposite of 
ours) they were able to grow two generations each 
year, cutting by half the time it takes to stabilize a 
new variety. 
 

You might ask, why would anyone want to grow a 
micro-dwarf tomato? Mostly for the novelty. But 
don’t let their mini size fool you. They can be grown 
easily in 1 gallon pots, or 10 plants in a single 10 gal-
lon pot. They don’t need much staking or pruning, 
just enough to keep the vines from breaking under 
the weight of the fruits. Basically just plant, water 
regularly, and then forget about them until harvest. 
They are also small enough to grow indoors, or to 

bring a potted plant indoors at the end of the season 
to extend the harvest. Tomatoes need a controlled 
environment when grown indoors—14 to16 hours a 
day of full sun or strong artificial light, and consistent 
temperatures of 72ᵒ-80ᵒ night and day. A window sill 
may not provide good growing conditions. If you 
have a large enough seed starting area it might be 
the perfect place to grow dwarfs during the winter. 
    

Some varieties are available only in the northern 
hemisphere or the southern hemisphere. This is not 
because of growing conditions, but rather, because 
of the varying policies and regulations of each nation 
for controlling seeds. Australia has recently passed 
laws restricting seed sharing. Since many varieties of 
dwarf tomatoes were bred in Australia they are no 
longer made available to northern gardeners. 
 

To learn more about the Dwarf Tomato Project visit: 
Craiglehoullier.com/dwarf-tomato-breeding-project. To 
see photos and descriptions of over 70 dwarf varieties 
(soon to be 125 varieties) and to order seed, visit: 
dwarftomatoproject.net. Victory Seeds also offers all the 
dwarf varieties of the project at: victoryseeds.com/dwarf
-tomato-project. Seeds for dwarf and micro-dwarf varie-
ties are not widely available from large seed companies, 
but are available from many small family-owned seed 
companies or local co-ops that specialize in open pollinat-
ed and hard to find varieties. Renaissance Seed Company, 
Rare Seed at Baker Creek, Sample Seed Company, and 
Tomatofest are good places to try. Be prepared for them 
to be out of stock frequently, and expect to pay up to a 
dollar per seed.  
A final note: I planted seeds of 4 varieties of micro-dwarfs 
on July 1st and hope to have tomatoes this winter. The 
varieties are Orange Hat (orange fruits), Monetka (yellow 
fruits), Vilma and Pinocchio (red fruits). Watch for a fol-
low-up report about the success or failure of growing 
these indoors in winter.                                        

–Phyllis Pugnetti 



WSU Extension programs and employment are available to all without discrimination. Evidence of noncompli-

ance may be reported through your local WSU Extension Office. 

2020 Classes in the Gardens 
Demo Garden @ Ahtanum Youth Park 

May 9 Mason Bees  ***POSTPONED**** 

May 23 Alternatives to Lawns  ***POSTPONED***  

Jun 13 Raised Bed Gardening    *** POSTPONED***  

Jun 27 Worms In Our Gardens    ***POSTPONED***  

Jul 11 Enabled Gardening   ***POSTPONED*** 

Jul 25 Deadheading  ***POSTPONED*** 

Aug 8 Creating Garden Rooms  ***POSTPONED*** 

Aug 22 Propagating Plants Without Seeds ***POSTPONED*** 

Sep 12 Seed Starting Now (Fall & Winter Planning)  

Sep 26 Shrubs & Trees for Screening  

October 24th – – Pumpkin Fun for Children  

Heirloom Garden 

May 16 Creating Fertile Soil  *** POSTPONED*** 

June 20  Small Gardens         *** POSTPONED*** 

July 18  Edible Landscapes    ***POSTPONED*** 

August 15  Art in the Garden **POSTPONED*** 

Potatoes, the Ugly Duckling of the Garden 

Potatoes are grown in 125 countries and all 50 of 
the United States.  Apparently, that isn’t good 
enough for this humble vegetable.  It went on to be 
the first vegetable grown in outer space.  Most 
Americans claim that broccoli is their favorite vege-
table—the most beloved vegetable in America—
even though we consume less than 6 pounds per 
person a year. The under-appreciated potato may 
not rate as our favorite, yet Americans eat 124 
pounds of potatoes per person each year, and that’s 
nothing compared to Germans who eat 250 pounds 
a year.  The next time you dig up a one pound mon-
ster potato, don’t get too excited.  The largest pota-

to on record, was a whopping 7 pounds 1 ounce, 
grown in Great Britain.   

       ~ Phyllis Pugnetti 

Newsletter submissions are due on the 25th 

of each month. Please send them to Julie 

Hunziker at jbhunziker@gmail.com. Texting 

photos and brief descriptions is fine, as well. 

(530)209-4329 

Master Gardening Mission Statement: 
“Engaging university-trained volunteers to empower and 

sustain communities with relevant, unbiased, researched-

based horticulture and environmental stewardship educa-

tion.” 



 

Persons with disabilities who require alternative means for communication or program infor-

mation or reasonable accommodation need to contact: WSU Extension/2403 South 18th Street/

Union Gap, WA 98903/509-574-1600 

For accommodation please call at least two weeks prior to the event WSU Extension programs 

and employment are available to all without discrimination. 

Evidence of noncompliance may be reported through your local Extension office. 

Sept 2020 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

  1  Demo  
Garden  

8-11 

2Foundation 

Meeting  

via Zoom 

@10:30 am. 

3 4 Food  

Garden  

                 5  

6 7 8  Demo  

Garden  
8-11 

9 10 11 Food  

Garden  

12  

13 14 15  
Demo  

 Garden  
8-11 

16 17 18 Food  

Garden  

19 Seed 

Starting Now  
10 am  
@ Demo Garden 

20 21 22  
Demo  

 Garden  
8-11 

23 24 25 Food  

Garden  
 

Newsletter  

articles due to 

editor 

26 Shrubs & 

Trees for 
Screening   
10 am @  
Heirloom Garden 

27 28 29 
 Demo  

 Garden  
8-11 

30    


